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INTRODUCTION:  

With whole-food organic supplements taking a bigger chunk of total dietary supplement sales 
each year, developing and marketing a supplement line has strong income potential for New 
Soul Fitness. It is recommended that the company first secure a reliable and scalable source for 
custom supplements, then from here it is all marketing and community building. It is a good 
idea to further research key publics and markets to create greater segmentation and as a result, 
more precise messages. Online collaboration with trendsetters and early adopters in a smart 
use of time as even low-level influencers often have a massive following that would be costly 
and less precise to reach via television or other traditional mass media.     

As the supplement industry continues to grow at a red-hot international pace, more reports are 
emerging about chronic widespread mislabeling. Market-share leaders of health supplements 
are facing criticism as more independent quality-control tests reveal little to no actual product 
advertised on the label. People are hungry (pun intended) for products that do good for their 
bodies, opposed to just offering an expensive placebo effect. We place consumer confidence 
and customer service as an extremely high priority for this reason. For this reason the MarCom 
tactics for New Soul Fitness center on visual and written communications.  

BACKGROUND  

By the year 2024, the dietary supplement industry is projected to reach $278 billion worldwide 
(Grand View Research, 2016). According to the Food and Drug Administration, “The law defines 
dietary supplements in part as products taken by mouth that contain a ‘dietary ingredient.’ 
Dietary ingredients include vitamins, minerals, amino acids, and herbs or botanicals, as well as 
other substances that can be used to supplement the diet” (FDA, 2015, para.1). The United 
States is currently the largest nutritional buyer of nutritional supplements with sales accounting 
for 28.5% of total global market share (Forbes, 2015). This figure is over one-half a percent of 
US annual GDP with a payout of over $38 billion in wages with over 700,000 jobs created each 
year (Nutraceuticals World, 2016).  



New Soul Fitness is a health and fitness start-up focusing on nutritional coaching and in-person 
personal fitness training. The company has been a registered Limited Liability Company (LLC) 
for the past year and consists of its two co-founders, four personal trainers, a nutritionist, and a 
social media intern. Over the last four months the company has been growing an online 
clientele through Skype workout sessions as well as nutrition consultations. Through Facebook 
advertising with a cost of about $.75 per new lead, affiliate marketing, targeted blogging, and a 
monthly newsletter, client interest in our custom supplements is moderate and growing. The 
company very recently created two of its own dietary supplements and sold out quickly.          

SITUATION ANALYSIS  

“It is not enough to discover the attitudes, values and beliefs of a segmented demographic 
public; we must interpret those in terms of the issue or problem at hand and predict future 
behavior” (Wilson & Ogden, 2015, p. 15). The health and fitness industry is changing. A shift 
from “looking good” (fat loss, muscle building) to health and wellness is occurring and finding 
much traction in the supplement industry. Currently, the industry is experiencing traction in 
selling products that favor natural sweeteners over artificial, a high increase is the sales of 
adaptogens which help ease the effects of mental and physical stress, clean labeling which is 
the use of natural, whole food-derived ingredients, and finally carbon friendly products which 
help reduce the carbon footprint via improved manufacturing and the use of locally-sourced 
ingredients over products and ingredients shipped internationally. New Souk Fitness promotes 
an all-natural, holistic way of achieving optimal health and is in the process of creating dietary 
supplements that cater to this current shift occurring in the industry. 

The opportunity for natural, healthful nutritional supplement sales both in the United States 
and abroad is strong. With initial success in the local manufacture and sales of custom dietary 
supplements, New Souk Fitness is ready to expand by creating scalable products that keep pace 
with growing demand and expand as quickly as the overall company. The potential difficulty 
begins with navigating the state, federal, and international laws of shipping dietary 
supplements. Secondly, the issue of ingredient sourcing and manufacturing must be overcome. 
This challenge is two-fold as a demand for pure ingredients means cheap foreign sourcing is not 
an option; additionally, the issue of stockpiling supplies based on perceived demand must be 
balanced with capital available for research and development. 

TARGET MARKET  

1. "Food as Medicine" online shoppers/enthusiasts. These are the shoppers who view food 
as medicine and “are especially likely to be mid-lifers: 56 percent of shoppers between 
the ages of 30 and 70 are ‘Food as Medicine’ shoppers” (Gilbert, 2000,  pg.22). Self-
Interests: Managing their health, reading food labels, interested in non-traditional 



health care practices, learning about health and nutritional issues, and disease 
prevention.  

Relationship: Highly interested in health education, follows health and disease prevention 
websites, buys dietary supplements to improve health and prevent disease.  

Opinion Leaders: Peers, family, medical professionals, health publications, nutritionists, fitness 
trainers.  

Objectives accomplished: To get 1,000 people to sign up for the Holistic Bros website mailing 
list to receive a free supplement guide within 6 months. Expand sales to international 
marketplace (3 countries) within 6 months 

Channels: Health food stores, health publications, health bloggers, social media, mass media.  

2. Health Bloggers/Social Media Opinion Leaders. These individuals command a large 
audience >10,000 followers on their health blogs and/or social media channels.    

Self-Interests: Collaboration with other health influencers, sponsorship, increased exposure, 
free dietary supplements   

Relationship: Opinion leaders, dietary supplement ambassadors.  

Opinion Leaders: Other top bloggers, health and fitness publications, universities, professional 
fitness models 

Channels: Email, blogs and social media, mass media.  

Objectives accomplished: Engage in internet marketing for the next six months to grow brand 
awareness of target market by 500%  

3. Customer-Service/Writing Staff. These are the knowledgeable and qualified individuals 
that will work with the public to expand the organization, create satisfied customers, 
and “live” the mission statement.  

Relationship: Looking for employment/portfolio building opportunities in the health and fitness 
industry. 

Opinion Leaders: Mass media, universities, health blogs 

Channels: Email, telephone, internet, mass media   

Objectives accomplished: Train team of 5 employees for live chat and video to answer website 
visitor’s questions and to offer health and fitness education by the end of the year. Write 4 



articles/press releases each quarter and ensure they appear in at least one fitness 
magazine/journal 

Primary and Secondary Messages 

1. "Food As Medicine" online shoppers/enthusiasts 

Primary Message: Holistic Bros Supplements are made from organic, whole-foods with a purity 
and freshness guarantee. 

Secondary Message: 

•       Dietary supplements are a great functional food to help take extra care of yourself 

•       "Food as Medicine" shoppers cite grown without pesticides as the most important 
label claim (Gilbert, 2000). 

•        93 percent of shoppers agree that it is important to eat foods that are naturally rich 
sources of key vitamins and minerals (Gilbert, 2000).  

2. Health Bloggers/Social Media Opinion Leaders  

Primary Message: Teaming with Holistic Bros supplements means being part of a cutting-edge 
team rooted in nutrition that works 

Secondary Message: 

• Partner with medical doctors and fitness nutritionists to be the face of a rapidly growing 
dietary supplement company. 

• Total organic food sales in the United States have gone from $18-$37 billion between 
2006-2015 (Organic Trade Association, 2016).   

3. Customer-Service/Writing Staff 

Primary Message: Work at a nutrition start-up with sizeable growth opportunity and room for 
advancement. 

Secondary Message:  

• The field of organic dietary supplements is growing rapidly and Holistic Bros is 
approaching a large product line launch  

• Training includes subsisted personal fitness certification as well as enrollment in the 
Holistic Bros University   



• Creative freedom in article writing. If you can discover a need for a health and fitness 
topic you can write it. 

MARCOM GOALS 

• Engage in internet marketing for the next six months to grow brand awareness of target 
market by 500% 

• To get 1,000 people to sign up for the Holistic Bros website mailing list to receive a free 
supplement guide within 6 months  

• Train team of 5 employees for live chat and video to answer website visitor’s questions 
and to offer health and fitness education by the end of the year  

• Write 4 articles/press releases each quarter and ensure they appear in at least one 
fitness magazine/journal 

COMMUNICATION PLAN TACTIC SUMMARY:  

Previous market research identified “food as medicine shoppers” as the largest target market 
for New Soul Fitness line of dietary supplements. This group can be further segmented into 
baby boomers and college graduates, both of which consume a higher-than-average amount of 
written media. For this reason a big focus of the communication objectives is through the use of 
written media, both in digital form (social media, blogs) and traditional print media 
(magazines). In short, individuals of this target market are readers and therefore are heavily 
influenced by research and other scientific data, as well as those perceived to be thought 
leaders and health and fitness role models.   

 COMMUNICATION PLAN TACTIC DETAILS: 

Tactic 1: Newsletter 

Motivate online “food as medicine” shoppers/enthusiasts through online community building 
to sign up for the New Soul newsletter to gain insight into preventing disease and managing 
one’s health.  

This strategy appeals to the key public’s demographics "Food as Medicine" shoppers because 
they are “extremely confident in their ability to manage their health. They are highly 
information oriented and interested in non-traditional health care practices.” Their beliefs and 
needs are satisfied as they say that the most important label claim is grown without pesticides 
and 93 percent of these shoppers agree that it is important to eat foods that are naturally rich 
sources of key vitamins and minerals (Gilbert, 2000).  



Motivators for this key public are that by signing up for a newsletter they are receiving valuable 
health and fitness education as well as discounts for whole-food supplements which they view 
as functional medicine.    

Tactic 2: Social media 

This is the best channel to use reach the key public because the internet is the easiest and 
cheapest way to locate and engage food as medicine enthusiasts. The reach of social media is 
massive with 1,870 million active users on Facebook, 600 million users on Instagram, 317 
million Twitter users, and 150 million Pintrist users it is clear that locating key publics through 
social media is a smart move (Chaffey, 2017). As the objective is to drive online traffic to the 
New Soul newsletter landing page it only makes sense that the main channel with be the 
internet. 

Tactic 3: Health & Fitness Publications  

This is the best alternative channel for reaching the key public because of the large readership 
of select publications (Yoga, Muscle & Fitness, Outside, Holistic Living) and as a result is likely to 
reach the target market. As the key public spends money to subscribe to and/or purchase these 
magazines, they are more likely to sign up to New Soul Fitness and eventually become paying 
customers. 

Tactic 4: Health bloggers/Social media opinion leaders 

Motivate online health and fitness opinion leaders to collaborate with New Soul  Fitness for the 
purpose of increased exposure and receiving free goods.   

This strategy appeals to this segmented key public because a brand is everything to influential 
health and fitness bloggers/social media leaders. By collaborating the exposure to the key 
public will increase. Second, receiving free health supplements is a plus to any online persona. 
By receiving and promoting free all-natural organic and healthful dietary supplements that are 
backed by medical doctors, this market can be seen as promoting cutting-edge, truthful dietary 
supplements.   

Tactic 5: Email, blogs and social media 

This is the best channel to use reach influential health and fitness bloggers as their world is an 
online one. These people make a living (or aim to) by creating and building their individual 
brand and curating content and building a community of followers. They are quick to respond 
via online queries and tend to be eager to collaborate as they realize the powerful synergy of 
working together.  



Tactic 6: Mass Media  

Mass media is a good alternative channel because the majority of health and fitness thought 
leaders read at least one media publication. As the opinion leaders of this segmented public are 
fitness models, it makes sense that mass media is a good choice because this is where the paid 
modeling occurs. By advertising in one or more major publications New Soul  Fitness will gain 
more credibility with the segmented public opposed to online advertising alone.  

MEASUREMENT CRITERIA, GOALS AND SOURCE OF MEASURES: 

Online Tactics 

The purpose of the newsletter and social media growth is to primarily fuel brand awareness 
growth. The goals related to online tactics are as follows: Get 1,000 people to sign up for the 
New Soul  website mailing list to receive a free supplement guide within 6 months, a newsletter 
open rate of open rate of 25%, and a share amount of 50 times per month. This goes hand in 
hand with social media growth goals of grow brand awareness of target market by 500%, 1000 
new followers per month highlighting user-generated content, 10% share/retweet of New Soul  
content.  

Brand Authority Tactics 

Through the use of publishing in health and fitness publications the goals are Write 4 
articles/press releases each quarter and ensure they appear in at least one fitness 
magazine/journal, translate articles into 3 different languages, and have 10 articles endorsed by 
medical doctors. The point of this is to build the New Soul Fitness reputation as a maker of high-
quality health products. By striving to connect and work with opinion leaders we aim to 
increase customer confidence by training a team of 5 employees for live chat and video to 
answer website visitor’s questions and to offer health and fitness education by the end of the 
year, supplement endorsement of 5 thought leaders/key influencers, and offer affiliate 
marketing incentives to 10 bloggers give a percentage of sales to bloggers who promote New 
Soul Fitness dietary supplements. 

International Sales 

Expanding sales to international marketplace (3 countries), achieving 10 customers per month 
forward a discount coupon to a friend, and custom landing page and online marketplace active 
in 3 foreign countries will do much to create an international presence for the purpose of 
increased sales. 

Live Events 



Fitness expos are important for dietary supplement brands because it is where the large scale 
buyers and fitness celebrities go to learn about new brands. The goals here are related to 
expanding presence at expos by presenting at 3 health and fitness expos, selling 20% more than 
last year’s first expo, and unveiling 3 new products at the expos.         

  

 
 

Tac t i c 

 
 

M e a s u r e s 

 
 

Annual M e a s u r e me n t G o a l s 

 
 

S o ur c e  o f M e a s u r e s 
1.  N e ws l e t t e r   

Brand Awareness 
Get 1,000 people to sign up for the New Soul 
Fitness website mailing list to receive a free 
supplement guide within 6 months 
 

The newsletter program 
MailChimp has analytic 
data including new 
followers, email open 
rates, shares, etc.  

  
Brand Awareness 

Open rate of 25%  
MailChimp 

  
Content Sharing/ 
Relevance 

Share rate of 50 forwards per month  
MailChimp 

 
2. Soc ia l  Media  

 
Followers 

grow brand awareness of target market by 500%  
InstaJam 

  
Followers 

1000 new followers per month highlighting user-generated 
content 

 
InstaJam 

  
Social Reach 

10% share/retweet of New Soul Fitness Content ComScore Annual Ad 
Effectiveness Study 

3 .  H e a l th  a n d  F i t n es s  
P u b l i c a t i o n s 

Content output Write 4 articles/press releases each quarter and 
ensure they appear in at least one fitness 
magazine/journal 

Excel spreadsheet to track 
completed/submitted/acce
pted articles    

 Region Translate articles into 3 different languages Excel tracking 
 Reputation  10 articles endorsed by medical doctors Excel tracking 
 

D.  Cus t omer  Se r v i ce   
 

Industry influence  
Train team of 5 employees for live chat and video to 
answer website visitor’s questions and to offer 
health and fitness education by the end of the year 

Customer service 
satisfaction surveys will be 
given to each customer 
following an interaction with 
a customer service 
employee 
   

Customer engagement  
Free supplement giveaway for top 5 fitness challenge winners  

Excel tracking  

E.  Se l l  i n te rna t iona l l y    
 

Sales • Expand sales to international marketplace 
(3 countries)  

Google Analytics  

  
International engagement 

10 customers per month forward a discount coupon to a friend   
MailChimp 

  
Content Output 

Custom landing page and online marketplace active in 3 foreign 
countries 

 
Google Analytics  

F .  Nu t r i t i on  Expos  Brand awareness Present at 3 health and fitness expos  Excel tracking 

 Industry influence  Sell 20% more than last year’s first expo Accounting software  



 Product differentiation  Unveil 3 new products at the expos  R&D implementation  

 

Tactic 1: Newsletter 

A monthly newsletter will be sent to keep leads warm and convert readers to customers. New 
Soul Fitness currently use MailChimp to handle mass email communications because it is great 
for segmenting groups such as coupon users or returning customers, or new subscribers. It also 
has great tracking data including open rate, forward rate, and ROI on specific ad campaigns. 
Additionally, the automated marketing is a great feature for new newsletter subscribers and for 
sending out thank you messages to customers who just made a purchase. Also, an outside 
content specialist will be hired to write more targeted content with the goal of an increased 
newsletter open rate.  

Measurement Criteria and Source: 

The newsletter will be measured through MailChimp analytics including the number of new 
subscribers as well as the open rate. Advanced tracking data such as bounce rate and time 
spent reading the newsletter will be used to learn the effect of hiring a content writing 
specialist.  

Tactic  Measures Measurement Goals Source of Measures 

Newsletter creation Brand Awareness Get 1,000 people to 
sign up for the New 
Soul Fitness website 
mailing list to receive a 
free supplement guide 
within 6 months 

MailChimp (email 
marketing software) 

Premium newsletter 
content 

Readership  Open rate of 25% MailChimp 

 

 Cost:  

Current MailChimp subscription cost is $20 a month to send out unlimited emails up to 1,500 
subscribers. As the marketing goal is to sign-up 1,000 new subscribers the plan must be 
upgraded to allow up to 2,500 subscribers, which costs $30 a month. As the company already 
subscribed for a year I took the monthly price upgrade price difference of $10 and multiplied it 
by 12. 



As my open rate of the current newsletter is 19.5 percent and I am wanting to reach 25% (the 
average (for sports and recreation industries is 18.7) I want to hire a second content writer to 
research trending health long-tail keywords and write 3 articles per month for the newsletter. 
While the key word phrase website is free (answerthepublic.com), costs include $8 p/h for 8 
hours of keyword research per month and $25 per 1,500 word article. 

Yearly cost for newsletter researcher and content writer: $2,436 

$64 per month for research = $768 

$75 per month for 3 articles x 12 = $1,668   

Therefore, total yearly campaign cost of this newsletter tactic is $2,556. 

 

Tactic  

 

Production ($) Media & 
Placement ($) 

Promotion 
Fulfillment ($)  

Total Activity 
Cost ($) 

Newsletter 
creation $0 $0 $120 $120 

Premium 
newsletter 
content $2,436 $0 $0 $2,436 

Total Cost 

Tactic     $2,556 

 

Return:   

The product gross margin was determined by the cost of one bottle of Holistic Health Tonic ($20) minus 
the cost of production ($15). As the average conversion rate of newsletter subscribers to customers is 
5% and the average amount spent on the first order is $20 with a total profit margin of $15 per order, 
we will use these figures to calculate ROI on increasing newsletter content and reach. 

Total campaign cost ($2,556) / profit margin per order ($15) = 171 orders to break even. 

With a conversion rate of 5% and 1,000 new subscribers we can estimate that 50 subscribers will order 
supplements with a profit margin of $15, totaling $750 in new sales. 



This is not a cost-effective investment as the $750 profit does not even cover the cost of hiring a 
newsletter article writer for the year. To make this marketing tactic worthwhile I need to enroll much 
more email subscribers or work to increase the average first-order amount    

Tactic 
Product Gross Margin 
$ 

Break-Even Units 

Newsletter $15 

171 minimum 
orders/year or 15 
orders/month   

 

Tactic 2: Social Media  

Social media, Instagram specifically, will be grown to be used as a way to grow brand awareness and 
funnel followers to the New Soul website.  

Measurement Criteria and Source: 

InstaJam is a third-party app that automatically follows users who meet the criteria of New Soul’s target 
market. It also leaves comments and likes to grow target market followers.  

Tactic  Measures Measurement Goals Source of Measures 

Social Media Growth New Follows  grow brand 
awareness of 
target market by 
500% 

InstaJam 

 New Followers  1000 new followers per 
month highlighting user-
generated 
content 

InstaJam  

 

 Cost:  

The cost of InstaJam’s silver plan which includes up to 800 new targeted followers per month is 
priced at $77. Therefore, an entire year of automatic customer targeting and brand awareness 
growth totals $924.  

Tactic  Production ($) Media & 
Placement ($) 

Promotion 
Fulfillment ($) 

Total Activity 
Cost ($) 

Social Media 
Growth $0 $0 $77 per/month $77x12 = $924 



`Total Cost 

Tactic     $924 

 

Return:  The product gross margin was determined by the cost of one bottle of Holistic Health 
Tonic ($20) minus the cost of production ($15). Dividing the yearly cost of Instagram growth 
services by the product gross margin equals the need to sell 62 bottles a year or 6 bottles per 
month to break even.  

This tactic is a good financial investment as New Soul Fitness can expect 9,600 new Instagram 
followers at the end of the year (800 p/month x 12). As content with photos that uses interact 
with brings in a conversion rate of 9.6% making 922 conversions in one year, and with an 
average profit of $15 per new customer, this equals $13,830, almost a 15x ROI.   

Tactic 
Product Gross Margin 
$ 

Break-Even Units 

Social Media Growth $15 

$924/$15 = 62 
units/year or 6 orders 
a month  

 

Tactic 3: Health & Fitness Publications  

Reputation is extremely in the health and fitness field as there are few barriers to entry, almost 

anyone can begin selling anything. For this reason New Soul Fitness is seeking to work with 

holistic medical doctors and nutritionists to offer useful content that is backed up by medical 

science. Additionally, translating the New Soul Fitness website into two other major world 

languages (Mandarin, Spanish) will potentially expand readership and new customers without 

the creation of additional content.    

Measurement Criteria and Source: 

An Excel spreadsheet will be used as a free way to track article submissions and collaboration 

attempts with medical professionals. As for website translations, Wordpress shows this data 

within the administrator dashboard.    

 
Tactic  Measures Measurement Goals Source of Measures 



Health and Fitness 
Publications 

Reputation   Have 10 articles 
endorsed by medical 
doctors and other 
health professionals  

Excel spreadsheet  

 Global Reach  Translate webpage 
into Mandarin and 
Spanish  

Wordpress admin. 
dashboard  

 

 Cost:  

The cost of gaining a better reputation through endorsements by medical professionals will be 

for an assistant who submits and tracks content as makes relationships with healthcare 

providers. Also, translation services will increase marketing reach and allow New Soul Fitness to 

make further collaborations. The cost to outsource a Pakistani virtual assistant is $80 per month 

for approximately 3 hours per week of work. A Chinese and Spanish translator has been priced 

at $100 for each language translation, totaling $200.    

Tactic  Production ($) Media & 
Placement ($) 

Promotion 
Fulfillment ($)  

Total Activity 
Cost ($) 

Health care 
pro 
endorsement  $80 x 12 = $960   $960  
Website 
translation  $200    
Total Cost 

Tactic     $1160  

 

Return:   

With a break-even requiring only 6 extra units per month this is a worthwhile investment for 

both company reputation and global reach. The boost to consumer confidence from physician 

endorsements is expected to have a positive increase on both sales and brand awareness.    

Tactic 
Product Gross Margin 

$ 
Break-Even Units 

Health & Fitness 
Publications  $15 

$1160/15 = 74 
units/year or 6 per 
month 

 



Tactic 4: Customer Service:  

Improving customer service is an investment always worth making as return customers 

are the goal for New Soul’s growth and word-of-mouth-marketing efforts. The tactic here is 

to improve the customer research and buying experience. 

Measurement Criteria and Source: 

To measure customer service ratings data from current customer service satisfaction 

surveys will be compared to those given after a team of five specialists is hired and trained.  

Tactic  Measures Measurement Goals Source of Measures 

Build a customer 
service team  

Industry influence and 
customer satisfaction 

Train team of 5 
employees for live chat 
and video to answer 
website visitor’s 
questions and to offer 
health and fitness 
education 

Customer service 
satisfaction surveys will 
be given to each 
customer following an 
interaction with a 
customer service 
employee 

 

 Cost:  

The cost of building a customer service team includes hiring 5 part-time outsourced customer 

service specialists at a rate of $100 per month per employee. Human Resources training 

software totals $250 for a 3-year license. The video training series on nutrition and exercise 

used by each employee is $99.     

Tactic  Production ($) Media & 

Placement ($) 

Promotion 

Fulfillment ($)  

Total Activity 

Cost ($) 

Build a 
customer 
service team 

$500 p/month X 12 
=    $6,000 

Video training $349   $349 
Total Cost 

Tactic     $6,349  

 

Return:  This is a large expense but ultimately needed to better connect with interested 

consumers and grow New Soul Fitness. A customer service team of 5 outsourced part-time 

employees and video training requires an additional 36 units sold each month to break even. 

This is using one unit sold per customer however, which is geared to increase as the newly-



trained sales force will be skilled in upselling and bundling services and will remain very 

educated on health and fitness.  

Tactic 
Product Gross Margin 

$ 
Break-Even Units 

Build a customer 

service team $15 400 units p/year or 
34 per month 

Video Training  $15 24 p/year or 2 per 
month 

 

Tactic 5: Increased customer engagement  

This tactic seeks to increase customer engagement via a transformation contest held each 

trimester. A combination of email blasts (included in annual plan) and social media campaign 

will be used to build contest entries for a supplement give-away once every four months.  

Measurement Criteria and Source: 

To track results of the 3 fitness transformation contests social media numbers, newsletter 

subscribers, return customers, and total sales will be compared from now to customer data 

after each contest via an Excel document.  

Tactic  Measures Measurement 

Goals 

Source of Measures 

Increased customer 
engagement  

New customers and social 
media interaction  

3 transformation 
contests  

Excel tracking  

 

 Cost:  

The cost goes to producing content for contest announcements in the form of advertising on 

Facebook and Instagram. The cost for all 3 contest announcements for both social media 

platforms is $250 and the cost of advertising on both platforms three times throughout the 

year is $600. Three supplement bundles valued at $99 each total $300 lost on product revenue.  



Tactic  

Increased 
customer 
engagement 

Production ($) Media & 

Placement ($) 

Promotion 

Fulfillment ($)  

Total Activity 

Cost ($) 

Social Media 
$250 $600 $0 $850 

Giveaways 25 x 3 = $75 $0 75 X 3 = $225 $300 

Total Cost 

Tactic     $1150  

 

Return: 

This tactic is a good investment because it provides 3 major advertising campaigns in the form 

of free product giveaways in exchange for a person proving to him/herself that health 

transformations are completely within their control, at a requirement of four extra units sold 

per month. The return will come in the form of increased brand awareness, more newsletter 

sign-ups, a higher social media following, and good sales publicity from the testimonials of the 

five contest winners.     

Tactic 
Product Gross 

Margin $ 
Break-Even Units 

Increased customer 
engagement $15 

$1150/15 = 77 units 
p/year or 4 units per 
month 

 

Plan Economics Summary:  

Tactic #1 developing a newsletter will be abandoned until a more cost-effective solution is 

found in the future. Therefore, the total cost of this plan is $9,583 making a good ROI in terms 

of new customers, new leads, brand awareness, and market penetration. The total yearly units 

totals 613 or 51 units per month.   
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